Research Form Instructions

Please complete the following steps to sign up for research.

1. Please complete the form in its entirety. Any information left blank can postpone registration for the class. The Approved/Faculty Member signature line is designated for whom you are doing research with.

2. Please complete the form in its entirety. Any information left blank can postpone registration for the class. The Approved/Department Head signature is designated for approval by Dr. Castiglioni in ViBS.

   After you receive the approved faculty signature in VIDI 345, please drop off your form to the BIMS office in VIDI 123. The course will be listed as ViBS 2XX or 4XX. Please confirm the acceptability of these options with the research professor.

   - Note: The BIMS degree has a limit of 3 hours for X91 courses and 6 hours for 484/485/285 courses. As you maximize the limit on each course, ask about the 0 credit courses and/or non-writing intensive 491 credits.